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Thank you for purchasing this CLARKE Strongarm hydraulically operated Transmission Jack.
Before attempting to use the jack, please read this leaflet thoroughly and follow the instructions
carefully. In doing so you will ensure the safety of yourself and that of others around you, and
you can also look forward to the jack giving you long and satisfactory service.

GUARANTEE
This CLARKE product is guaranteed against faulty manufacture for a period of 12 months
from the date of purchase. Please keep your receipt which will be required as proof of
purchase.
This guarantee is invalid if the product is found to have been abused or tampered with in
any way, or not used for the purpose for which it was intended.
Faulty goods should be returned to their place of purchase, no product can be returned to
CLARKE International without prior permission.
This guarantee does not effect your statutory rights.



SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

WARNING
Failure to comply with these precautions may cause loss of load, damage to,
or failure of the jack, resulting serious personal injury, or damage to property.

✘ NEVER exceed the jack’s capacity of 1000kg, and use it ONLY for the purpose for
which it is intended.

IMPORTANT: If the load capacity decal becomes worn or illegible, contact Clarke
International Spare Parts Department, on 0208 988 7400 for  replacement.

✘ NEVER use the jack if it has been subjected to an abnormal load or shock. It should be
removed from service immediately and fully inspected by qualified personnel, and
passed as serviceable, before being used again.

✘ NEVER stand under the load.

✘ NEVER rely upon the Hydraulic Ram (item 1), to support the load . When working on
the transmission.

✘ NEVER transport a load in the elevated position

✔ ALWAYS use the Jack on a solid, flat, level surface only.

✔ ALWAYS wear appropriate safety equipment, such as protective footwear, when using
this jack.

✔ ALWAYS inspect the jack before use to ensure it is in good condition, and replace any
damaged or worn parts.

✔ ALWAYS use spare parts supplied by Clarke International. Using non-standard parts
could be extremely dangerous.

✔ ALWAYS  lower the load as much as possible before moving the jack. NEVER transport

loads in an elevated position.

✔ ALWAYS ensure that the centre of gravity of the load is centred about the cradle before

taking the full weight. 

✔ ENSURE that the jack is properly maintained, and lubricated at all times, and that no
rust or other forms of corrosion is allowed to weaken any part of it.

✔ ENSURE the operator is skilled and trained in both operation and safety aspects.



UNPACKING AND PREPARATION FOR USE
The jack comes fully assembled. It is necessary only to remove the travel plug,
fitted to the Ram, and replace it with the Vent Plug provided. Fig. 1 shows the Vent
Plug fitted at ‘A’.

OPERATION   Ref: Figs. 1 & 2

1. Move the jack into position beneath the transmission, then turn the Pressure
Valve Knob (B) fully clockwise.

2. Pump the lever (C) to raise the Table Assembly until it lightly touches the
transmission.

Make all adjustments necessary using the Table Tilt Screw (F), Claws (G), Table
Travel Screw (E), and Angle Brackets (H) , so that the transmission is adequately
and fully supported, and IMPORTANTLY, in the same plane as that when
installed in the vehicle.

Fig. 1

Fig.2



MAINTENANCE

Before each use
Visually inspect the lift for distortion of parts, cracked welds, damaged wheels or
castors, excessive oil leak from ram, or any other sign of damage. Should any of
these be apparent, remove the Jack from service, and have it inspected and
repaired by a qualified technician before putting back into use.  If necessary,
consult your Clarke dealer.

If the Warning label becomes worn or illegible, have it replaced. Contact your
Clarke dealer.

Monthly
Lubricate the threads of the Table Travel screw and Table Tilt screw with a light
grease.

Every 6 Months
Check the oil level in the hydraulic ram as follows:

1. Turn the Pressure Valve knob anticlockwise and allow the table to lower
completely.

2. Unscew and remove the Vent Plug (A, Fig.1).

3. If necessary, fill to just below the bottom of the Vent Plug orifice using Clarke
Hydraulic oil (see your Clarke dealer), then replace the Vent Plug.

3. When completely satisfied, tighten all nuts and bolts securely, then pump the
Lever (C, Fig.1) slightly, to take the weight of the transmission.

IMPORTANT: Immediately the transmision begins to lift....stop pumping.
4. As a safety measure, wrap the chain around the transmission, securing it as

tightly as possible and importantly,  in the manner specified in the vehicles manual.

It is now safe to commence work.

To Lower the Load
With all necessary components disconnected, VERY SLOWLY and GENTLY turn the
Pressure Valve (B, Fig.1) anticlockwise to lower the load, checking constantly for
the possibility of snagging.

IMPORTANT: Until the load is clear, the lowering process should be carried out inch by inch,
by opening and closing the Pressure Valve.

Once the load is lowered, (as low as possible), use the handle provided to hook
into the hole on the side of the base (J, Fig.2), and pull the jack away from the
vehicle. DO NOT pull on the load to do this.

To replace rthe transmission, reverse this procedure



PARTS  DIAGRAM

Max Capacity ................................... 1000kg

Max. Height ....................................... 810mm

Min. Height ......................................... 195mm

Forward Saddle Tilt ............................ 57O

Backwards Saddle Tilt ....................... 21O

Sideways Saddle Travel .................... 85mm (total)

Chassis width/length ........................ 490x920mm

Weight ................................................ 85kg

Part No. ............................................... 7612610

SPECIFICATIONS



PARTS LIST

No. Description Part No.

1 Body HTCTJ10001

2 Brass Valve HTCTJ10002

3 Plunger HTCTJ10003

4 O-Ring HTCTJ10004

5 Pump Piston HTCTJ10005

6 Pump O-Ring HTCTJ10006

7 Pump Bracket HTCTJ10007

8 Split Pin HTCTJ10008

9 Pressure Valve Knob HTCTJ10009

10 Pin HTCTJ10010

11 Oil Reservoir Bolt HTCTJ10011

12 Release Packing Washer HTCTJ10012

13 Oil Reservoir HTCTJ10013

14 Air Valve HTCTJ10014

15 O-Ring HTCTJ10015

16 Link HTCTJ10016

17 Pump Handle HTCTJ10017

18 Cylinder HTCTJ10018

19 Piston HTCTJ10019

20 Ram HTCTJ10020

21 Spring Ring HTCTJ10021

22 Cylinder Packing HTCTJ10022

23 O-Ring HTCTJ10023

24 Hex. Nut HTCTJ10024

25 O-Ring HTCTJ10025

26 Copper Nozzle HTCTJ10026

27 Pressure Valve O-Ring HTCTJ10027

28 Rod Fixing Tube HTCTJ10028

29 Oil Reservoir Packing HTCTJ10029

30 Frame HTCTJ10030

31 Hex. Backup Ring HTCTJ10031

32 Rubber Packing (S) HTCTJ10032

33 Rubber Packing (L) HTCTJ10033

34 Horizontal Bracket HTCTJ10034

35 Base Assembly HTCTJ10035

36 Base Panel HTCTJ10036

37 Table Tilt Screw Assy HTCTJ10037

38 Chain HTCTJ10038

39 Claw HTCTJ10039

40 Hook w/washers & nuts HTCTJ10040

41 Table Travel Screw Assy HTCTJ10041

42 Angle Bracket HTCTJ10042

43 Bolt w/washers and nuts HTCTJ10043

44 Cylinder Fixing Pin HTCTJ10044

45 Link Pin HTCTJ10045

46 Caster Assy. HTCTJ10046

49 Rod Fixing Bolt HTCTJ10049

50 Link Pin HTCTJ10050

51 Split Pin HTCTJ10051

52 Oil Plug HTCTJ10052

53 Bolt HTCTJ10053

54 Nut HTCTJ10054

55 Main Support HTCTJ10055

56 Rod Support HTCTJ10056

57 Steel Ball HTCTJ10057

58 Valve Housing HTCTJ10058

59 Spring HTCTJ10059

60 Bolt HTCTJ10060

61 Packing Washer HTCTJ10061

62 Bolt HTCTJ10062

  - Drag Handle HTCTJ10063

  - Load Capacity Decal HTCTJ10064

No. Description Part No.


